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The purpose o

study was to explore the need for additional

campus publications for students who have an interest in writing by
surveying heads, chairmen and:coordinators of Communications at five
Kentucky state universities.

The five universities chosen for the

study were Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, Morehead
I

State University, Murray Stati University and Western Kentucky University.
I
These universities were selec~ed for the following characteristics:
(1) a developed program in mass communications, and (2) high enrollment
in these mass communications frograms.
The recent growth of mass communications programs in Kentucky
universities is part of the mass movement in this country toward an
I

educational understanding of the communications field.

Journalism stu-

dents in particular are spiri~ed by communications education and drawn
to it because it offers them insight into the workings of society and
provides opportunities to manifest their writing ab.ilities.
However, a severely limited number of outlets exist for potential
publication of all student feature and non-fictional articles, especially
those of communications students (undergraduate and graduate).

1

Each

2

of the five Kentucky universities in this study, publishes a literary
magazine and a campus newspaper.

The guidelines for these literary

magazines specify, in most cases, that submissions be creative or
fictional.

Such a philosophy classifies creative or fictional and

non-fictional writings as mutually exclusive, thus inhibiting the mixture of the two in a single publication.
The only outlet other than the literary magazine available to
student writers at the five universities is the undergraduate or campus
newspaper.

Since,the campus newspaper is the university's basic news

medium, it simply is unable to lend its columns to all those with writing
abilities.

As a conduit for all university communications, the newspaper

must offer information germane to the university.

If in-depth, explora-

tory or even lengthy feature articles are inserted into the newspaper,
in place of campus news events, this may appear as an encroachment to
cramp the newspaper's style.
The objective of the thesis was to determine if an additional
campus publication, such as a non-fictional magazine was needed at each
of these universities.
The research project employed a questionnaire which was mailed
to heads, chairmen and coordinators of the schools, departments or
divisions of Communications at Eastern Kentucky University, University
of Kentucky, Morehead State University, Murray State University and
Western Kentucky University.concerning the need for additional campus
publications.
The results of the study indicated that the existing writing
outlets at the five Kentucky state universities are not sufficiently
accommodating students interested in writing.

3

Based on the findings of this study it was concluded and recommended that a student feature or special-interest magazine would be a
workable solution to the existing problem of insufficient writing outlets
for students.

The acceptance of such a publication, at each of these

universities, would fill this void.
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Chapter l
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Five Kentucky state universities, presently offering a minimum
of a program in Mass Communications and having the highest enrollment
figures in the state system, are served by a campus newspaper and a
literary magazine.

In each case the areas comprised by Mass Communica-

tions include Journalism, Radio-TV, Speech and Theatre.
Enrollment increases in the Communications or Mass Communications
programs mentioned above have been accompanied by a proportionate increase in the number of writing assignments, along with the number of
student articles and research papers submitted to professors and to
campus publications.

Unfortunately many student papers remain as

course requirements for specific classes.

Many student articles worthy

of publication are never given column space due to the limited page
sizes and frequency of publication.
A significant number of communications students have an interest

in writing and would like to see their articles published in some campus publication.

It should be understood that many university students,

besides communications majors and minors, have a similar interest in
seeing their articles published.

Recognizing these facts, the formation

of an additional medium for student articles should be explored.
The purpose of this study, then, is to explore the need for
additional campus publications for students who have an interest in

l
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writing by surveying heads, chairmen and coordinators of Communications
at the five institutions.

The five universities chosen for the study

are Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, Morehead State
University, Murray State University and Western Kentucky University.
The five universities were selected for the characteristics mentioned
above, such as, a developed program in Mass Communications and high
enrollments.
The objective of the thesis, obviously, is to determine if an
additional campus publication, such as a non-fictional magazine is needed
at each of these universities.
Non-fictional student magazines are usually published quarterly.
A 1973 report showed that colleges and/or universities in at least
eight states have adopted the quarterly magazine. 1

Certain schools have

converted their yearbooks into a quarterly magazine-type yearbook.

Such

changes have helped schools alleviate the financial burden of yearbooks
and accommodate the students with a timely publication.

One such school

among others is Middle Tennessee State University.
Other schools have opted to eliminate the yearbook entirely.
Dario Politella indicated that " •.. yearbooks are showing a decline in
numbers ... the fact remains that campuses more and more are reporting
that quarterly magazines are supplanting the_ traditional annual." 2
One example of a university that is considering a change (they did
during this writing) to a quarterly student magazine from a longstanding annual is the University of Kentucky.

As reported in the

1 Dario Politella, ed., Directory of the College Student Press in
America (3d ed.; New York: Oxbridge Publishing Co., Inc., 1973), pp. 28-30.
2 Ibid., p. 5.
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February 19, 1975 Kentucky Kernel, an independent student newspaper,
"the change is expected to solve staff and economic problems." 3
Beth Ann Jewell, editor-in-chief of the University of Kentucky's
yearbook, told the Kentucky Kernel that the Kentuckian was having problems maintaining an adequate staff because a yearbook offers no practical journalism or practical job experience ..•

"Yearbooks are dying

across the country because of financial problems."4
Nancy Green, the University of Kentucky's student publications
advisor, explained that:
Since January 1973, the printing cost for all publications
has gone up·almost 80 percent ••. The total cost of the 1974
Kentuckian was $17,000 ... With a new contract (for the 1975-76
yearbook} comes the possibility of a 35 percent increase in
printing costs ••. A_35 percent increase would boost the cost
of the yearbook $23,000. The Kentuckian receives $11,000
annually from the University. Any difference between University
subsidy and printing costs must be made in sales and advertising. It is difficult for the publication to pay its bills at
the beginning of each semester if they have to rely on book
sales as a major source of income.5
The Board of Student Publications at the University of Kentucky realizes a quarterly magazine could offer distinct advantages.
For instance:

(1) more advertising because of frequency of publica-

tion, (2) students·would receive the magazine soon after paying for it,
(3) a magazine format would offer better opportunities for writing, advertising, photography and layout, (4) a magazine would offer a chance
to make use of graphic artwork similar to that used in a newspaper,

3Bruce Wi_nges,

11

Yearbook may change to magazine format,"

Kentucky Kernel, February 19, 1975, p. 1, cols. 1-2.
4 rbid.

4

(5) a magazine offers more opportunities for creative writing than a
newspaper permits and could deal with non-current subjects--issues
unlike those typically treated in a newspaper, (6) a magazine has the
potential of discussing issues on campus that are not covered in the
Kernel, UK's student newspaper, (7) a magazine would offer another
medium for students to work on, and (8) magazines are booming now. 6
According to one source in UK's Publications Department, the student
with more magazine experience stands a better chance of working for a
magazine upon graduation. 7
The University of Kentucky serves as an example of an institution attempting to readjust to financial pressure.,and, student interests.
Many other universities have restyled their publications to meet
similar budgetary and/or staff problems.

A number of such schools are

seeking solutions or alternatives to publications problems that either
exist now or will exist in the near future.
The study is organized into five chapters.

Chapter one con-

sists of the introduction, the hypothesis and statement of problem.
chapter two, the research procedure is detailed.

In

Chapter three is

concerned with reviewing all current information, analyzing several
student magazines and examining existing outlets available for students
in Kentucky.

Chapter four details the dissemination of the fi.ndings

and in chapter five, the conclusions and recommendations which emanate
from the data are presented.

6 rbid., p. 16, cols. 3-5.
7rbid., p. 16, cols. 3-5.
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Hypothesis
Due to increases in Mass Communications enrollment and its
effect on the number of student articles written for publication, there
is a need for an additional writing outlet at Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, Morehead State University, Murray State
University and Western Kentucky University.
Statement of Problem
A severely limited number of outlets exist for publication of
all student feature and non-fictional articles, especially those of
communications students (undergraduate and graduate).
Each of the five major Kentucky universities in this study
publishes a literary magazine devoted to students fictional writings.
These state universities are Eastern Kentucky University, University
of Kentucky, Morehead State University, Murray State University and
Western Kentucky University.
A student literary magazine seldom, if ever, accepts a submission of a non-fictional story and their guidelines in most cases
specify this.

The literary magazines at the five Kentucky universities

have abided by this principle and will probably continue to do so.

Such

a philosophy classifies creative or fictional and non-fictional writings
as mutually exclusive, thus inhibiting the mixture of the two in a
single publication.

Consequently another outlet for the non-fictional

article or research piece must be pursued.
The only outlet other than the literary magazine available to
student writers at the five universities is the undergraduate newspaper.
At Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State and Murray State, a weekly news-

6

paper is published.

Western Kentucky has a paper published twice

weekly, while the University of Kentucky has an independent daily publication.

An obvious problem arises when a lengthy research piece is

submitted to the student newspaper.

Unless the presentation is dras-

tically edited, a research piece is generally not suitable to a publication of this kin~ due to the restricting factor advertising places on
small newspaper publications, such as those at the five universities.
Size is also a restricting factor.
The average size of the three weekly newspapers, the semiweekly and the one daily is twelve pages.

This figure was computed by

studying four papers from each institution at varying times during the
1974 Fall semester.

The data in Table 1 summarizes this information.

Most student newspapers, whether weekly, semi-weekly or daily
have a limited number of advertisers.

Because of this limitation, the

amount of copy to be printed is restricted and the subsequent lengths
of all pieces of copy are condensed and follow the inverted pyramid
form.
Limiting the amount of copy to be printed in turn intensifies
the competition among student writers for space in the newspapers.
Staff writers, who usually have considerable experience in gathering
information on newsworthy campus topics, will write the majority of the
articles printed.

Table 1 summarizes this information.

The justifica-

tion for this practice is that university newspapers are extremely
specialized because of an obligation to cover campus activities and
university affairs.

The data in Table 2 summarizes this information.

Since it is virtually impossible for the campus newspaper to
publish all submissions, the only alternative is for a student writer

7

Table l
Who Writes the News and Feature Articles
at Kentucky Universities
Average Number
Staff Non-staff
of
"1ri tte1 Written
Pages:!Articles Orticles per issue

Numbe4 Number
University

Issue*

Eastern Ky.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

Kentucky

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

of !

of

3
10
31
7

8
8
16
8

29
23
41
33

31.5

4
16
25
15

12
16
16
16

ll
23
19
18

17.8

Morehead State

Sep •. .24
Oct. 15
Nov. 5
Nov. 12

8
8
8
8

24
27
32
32

Murray State

Sep.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

27
4
18
22

24
24
16
24

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

l

16
12
12
12

Western Ky.

4

8
15

28
22
38
32
-

l
l
3

l

.8
20
15
15

3
3
4
3

28.8

20
24
28
29

4
3
4
3

40
42
29
48

39.8

38
41
28
47

2

l
l
l

24
19
17
16

19.0

20
17
15
16

4
2
2
0

*All issues are from the 1974 Fall semester.
Table 2
Average Number of Articles Dealing with
University and not with University
University
Eastern Kentucky
Ken t1,1.,;;!w
Mare.hes1,d State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

With University

Not with University

21.0
9.3
24.3
33.8
15.3

7.5
9. 05.3
5.3
3.5
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to become a staff member.
ficult.

Becoming a staff member can be equally dif-

At each of the five universities, the staff sizes appear

relatively small in comparison to the nwnber of students enrolled in
journalism courses.

This information is presented in Table 3.

Here

again stiff competition faces the student writer.
Table 3
Staff Sizes of Campus Newspapers
at Five Kentucky Universities

Unh:ersity
Eastern Ky.
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Ky.

Editorial
and
Business

Writing and
Photography
(estimates)

14
21
25
9
9

10
16
6
7
16

Total Enrollment in
Journalism Education from
Journalism Educator, Jan. 1975
166
444
150
184
412

The aforementioned problems can be burdensome to a student
writer and severely curtail any incentive a prospective writer may
have to pursue research topics or a writing career.

The result may be

that most lengthy student writings will continue to lie dormant on
professors' or students' desks.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF CURRENT INFORMATION
This chapter is organized into three sections, each concerned

with reviewing literature relevant to mediums for student articles.
The first section is a summary of current journalism enrollment information and its present effect on student publications.

The second

section deals with selected student magazines at various institutions
throughout the United States and includes an examination of the Kentucky
Journal of Communication Arts as an outlet for student writings in
Kentucky.

The third section of this chapter is a review of the recent

proposal for a student magazine at the University of Kentucky.
current Information on Journalism Enrollment
The purpose of this section is to show that the tremendous
increase in journalism enrollments in the United states has had a significant effect on the number of articles written by students.

This

section also shows that the increase in student articles presents a
viable justification for additional mediums for student articles.
Journalism enrollment figures have increased steadily since the
mid-sixties.

Paul V. Peterson reports .. :im. Journalism_ Educator that

"Enrollment has gone from 15,820 in 1964 to. 55,078 in 1974, an increase
of 248.1 percent."l

1 Paul V. Peterson, "55,000 mark surpassed," Journalism Educator,
29(January 1975), p.3.
9

10
The journalism school boom actually started in the mid-sixties
due in part to the Vietnam War.

However it was the heroics of Washing-

ton Post reporters Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward in the Watergate
scandal which Newsweek said "served as a catalyst," 2 bringing journalism
enrollments to its present level.
Journalism enrollments have continued to grow disproportionately
with overall figures for the nation's colleges and universities.
Journalism enrollments increased 13.8 percent from 1973 to 1974, while
overall enrollments reported a 4 percent increase within that year. 3
Between 1970 and 1973 journalism enrollments increased 40.3 percent while overall enrollments increased 14.8 percent. 4

During 1970-

73, the number of new writing outlets (campus newspapers and magazines)
increased by only 2.2 percent. 5

These figures possibly indicate a sig-

nificant increase in the number of student articles written for possible publication in existing mediums, and written for the slowly rising number of new outlets.

The increase in minority enrollments in

journalism has also played an important part in the journalism school
boom.

Paul V. Peterson reports that 1628 black students are studying

journalism this year (1974-75), compared to 1407 during the 1973-74 academic year. 6

2 "The J-School Explosion," Newsweek, November 11, 1974, p. 77.
3peterson, op. cit., p. 3.
4Pa:ul V. Peterson, "U.S. J-enrollments jump nearly 16 percent,"
Journalism Educator, 28(January, 1974), p. 3.
5 Dario Politella, ed., Directory of the College Student Press
in America (3d ed.; New York: Oxbridge Publishing Co., Inc., 1973), p.35.
6 Peterson, loc. cit., January 1975.
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Dario Politella says:
•.. data records a new phenomenon in the magazine areas. A burgeoning minority students' press is manifesting itself, particularly
on the coasts, where racial and religious minorities are gaining
funds from student activities fees to produce their special interest
press. 7
This increase in the number of minority student publications has been
influenced by the rise in the number of articles written by these students.

Arlene L. Clift, acting chai.rrnan of the English Department at

Fisk University, an all black university, said:
Current writing by blacks has without question been extensively
influenced by the critical and creative ferment of the sixties.
That decade was indeed a time of heralding, for it announced the
concerns and tenets of a new generation of writers, a generation
defined by spirit rather than by years.8
Obviously the number of media for student writers must be increased if students represented in the rising journalism enrollments
are to have outlets for their journalism products.

The chapter on

conclusions and recommendations offers a student feature magazine as a
workable solution to help alleviate the problem of too few mediums for
so many student writers.

Also the student feature magazine is offered

as an alternative to the moribund yearbook.
Student Magazines
The Directory of the College Student Press in America indicated
there·were at least 171 student-p~oduced feature or general interest
magazines in the United States.

This is a 1973 figure based on data

received from 2014 campuses.9

7politella, op.cit., p. 5.
BArlene L. Clift, "Guest Editorial," The Fisk Herald, Winter
1974, pp. 4-5.
9Politella, op.cit., p. 5.
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The types of material used in student feature magazines includes
non-fiction, art, editorials, off-campus material, photo essays and
book, television, record/tape and film reviews.
The role of the student feature magazine, as defined by editors
and advisers at various institutions, differs as much as the contents
of these publications.

Julie Lam Shuk-Yee, editor of California State

Fullerton's student general interest magazine, said, "The role of
Focus is to inform, educate and entertain ••• to assert freedom of
speech."lO

As adviser to the newly established student feature magazine

at the University of Kentucky, Nancy Green said, "The real responsibility
of the magazine is to imitate new and creative ideas.

It should not

ride the crest of some wave." 11
The purpose of the student feature magazine, in many cases, is
a means of training students for the growing magazine market.

Nell

R. Blakely, adviser to the student general interest magazine at East
Texas State University, said, "The Special is a laboratory vehicle
for student editors, the photojournalism class and the feature writing
class." 12

Publications Adviser, William Hannan, indicated that the

Black Hawk College student feature magazine, Warehouse, is produced by
the Journalism Lab. 13

Also Focus, the student general interest magazine

lOJulie Lam Shuk-Yee, "A Thought," Focus, Fall 1973, p. 3.
llstatement by Nancy L. Green, Student Publications Adviser,
personal interview, Lexington," Kentucky, May 16, 1975.
12Letter from Nell Blakely, Adviser of Special at East Texas
State University, May 6, 1975.
13Letter from William Hannan, Adviser to Warehouse and Assistant
Professor at Black Hawk College, April 7, 1975.

13

at California State Fullerton, according to Adviser Jean Lamden, is
"published each semester by the students in a publications production
class ... 1114

Table 4 shows that the budgets for student feature magazines are relatively small.

Table 4
Budgets for 154 Student Feature Magazines list~d in the
Directory of the College Student Press in America
Budget Ranges

# of Student Feature Magazines

Percent

Under $2,000
$2,000-4,000
$4,000-10,000
$10,000-15,000
$15,000-30,000
Above $30,000

49
43
42

32
28
27
7
4
1

11

7
2

The figure of 154 feature magazines was received from the section of the Directory where student periodicals were alphabetically
indexed.

The average size budget in 1973 was $4778. 15

The average

size publication cannot be determined since magazines vary in size from
issue to issue and none of the respoI1ses indicated the average size of
their publication.
Budgets are small because student feature or general interest
magazines often compete with campus newspapers and yearbooks.

Campus

newspapers and yearbooks are more traditional and thus receive large
budget subsidizations, more advertising and a greater number of sub-

14Letter from Jean Lamden, Adviser of Focus at California State
University, Fullerton, April 10, 1975.
15Politella, op.cit., p. 20.

14
scriptions.

However, student feature magazines are flourishing at col-

leges and universities and have supplanted yearbooks at these institutions:

(1) Amarillo College (Texas), (2) California state University-

Fresno, (3) Illinois State University, (4) University of Kentucky,
(5) Kirkwood Community College (Iowa), (6) Mankato State College (Minnesota), (7) Pasadena City College, (8) QUinsigamond Community College (Massachusetts), (9) University of Rochester (New York), and
(10) Tacoma Community College (Washington).

There may be other year-

books that have been converted to magazines but until the Directory
is revised, there is no method for determining this.

The Directory's

copyright is 1973.
Student feature magazines are becoming a workable alternative
to untimely, financially burdensome yearbooks.
require smaller budgets than yearbooks.
books in 1973 was $12,471. 16

Magazine publications

The average budget for year-

Since 1973, printing costs for year-

books have increased dramatically, placing the yearbook in an even more
insecure position.
Before its recent conversion to a magazine format, the Univer-

sity of Kentucky's yearbook had been under a two-year contract due to
expire with the printing of the 1975 edition.

The cost of printing

the 1976 Kentuckian would have been increased 35 percent.
sity opted for the quarterly 64-page magazine.

The Univer-

It was believed that

a magazine could survive on the $11,000 budget allocated to the yearbook.

The magazine's budget could also be supplemented by advertising

and subscription income.

The magazine offers the added advantage of at

1 6 Politella, op.cit., p. 16.

15
least an $8 reduction in subscription rates, costing about $3 or $4 per
year.

The 1976 yearbook would have cost each subscriber a minimum of $12.
Table 5 shows that many student feature magazines are financed

by subsidization.
Table 5
Methods for Financing 154 Student Feature Magazines
Methods of Finance

# of student Feature Magazines

Advertising
Subscriptions
Subsidy
Subscriptions & Subsidy
Advertising & Subsidy
Advertising & Subscriptions
Advertising, Subsidy,
& Subscriptions

Percent

1
4
100
12
21

14

2

1

14

9

1
3

65
8

Table 6 deals with the standard press run for 154 student
general interest magazines.
Table 6
Standard Press Runs for 154 Student Feature Magazines

Standard Press Run
Under 500
500-1,000
1,000-2,500
2,500-4,000
4,000-6,000
6,000-10,000
Above 10,000

# of Student Feature Magazines

Percent

10
26
57
34
14.
8
5

6
17
37
22
9
5
3

16
There appears to be no direct correlation between the number of
pages in an edition of a student feature magazine and the number of
enrolled students at that institution.

For instance, the Qua-Jie-Moe,

a student general interest magazine at Brainerd sl;ate Junior College
in Minnesota publishes a magazine averaging 80 pages.
is 600.

Its enrollment

The enrollment at Pasadena City College, California, is 16,000

and its general interest magazine averages the same number of pages
per edition as Iowa Central's Looking Glass, and Iowa Central has 2,000
students. 17
Table 7 shows that the average size of a student feature magazine appears to be somewhere between 24 and 40 pages.
Table 7
Average Size (per edition) of 154 Student Feature Magazines
Number of Pages
12-20
24-40
44-60
Above 60

# of Student Feature Magazines

Percent

24
74

16
48
21
16

32

24

No reliable estimate is available for the average number of
times a student feature magazine may be published within an academic
year.

In Table 8, feature magazines at eight colleges and universities,

who provided data for this study, show the number of times of publication per academic year to be biannual, bimonthly to monthly.

Eight

magazines were chosen because they were sent by eight institutions as
a result of a letter of inquiry sent to nearly fifty colleges or univer-

17Politella, op.cit., pp. 105,148,187.
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sities.

Also, Table 8 reveals no relationship between student enroll-

ment and the frequency of publication.
Table 8
Relationship of Frequency of Publication of Student
Feature Magazine and Student Enrollment
at Eight Colleges or Universities

College or University

Name of Magazine

Frequency of
Publication
(per academic year)

Student
Enrollment

Focus
Imeression

2
4

11;000,,
21,000

5
5

4,800
9,000
3,800
8,000
4,000
9,200

-

Calif. State Univ.
Fullerton
University of Georgia
Univ. of Wisconsin Platteville
East Texas St. Univ.
Black Hawk College
Univ. of Nqtre Dame
u. s. Air Force
Middle Tenn. St. Univ.

Geode
Special
Warehouse
Scholastic
Talon
Collage

6
6

12
12

The general student response in terms of acceptance of feature
magazines varies.

Sally Stanton, editor of the University of Notre

Dame's Scholastic, sa±d, "Vocal response is small, but according to a
study conducted this year (1975), over 80 percent of the students read
some part of the magazine. ,,lB

Jean J,amden, adviser for Focus magazine

at California State University, Fullerton, said, "General response from
students, faculty, the department (connnunications) and intercollegiate
competition has been favorable ... i 9

Adviser Nell R. Blakely at East

Texas State University said, "It pains us that there are people on

18Letter from Sally Stanton, Managing Editor of Scholastic at
the University of Notre Dame, April 4, 1975.
19Lamden, op.cit.
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campus who are not aware of the Special. •.• 20

Ms. Blakely blames the

present distribution system for the §Recial's circulation problems.
The response to the United States Air Force Academy'sccadet feature
magazine, "has been fantastic," 21 said Talon editor D. Rick Douglas.
Mr. Douglas indicated that "Last year's magazines were full of advertise-

ments and photos, losing many subscriptions, while the return to articles and features of interest this year has led to a return of
exuberant support." 22. Mr. M. P. Gronbeck, editorial adviser for the
University of Wisconsin - Platteville Geode, said "Response is good if
names of students are liberally sprinkled throughout" 23 the magazine.
Linda Sissom, editor of Collage at Middle Tennessee State University,
said, "The general response to the magazine this year (1975) has been
rewarding.

We have numerous letters from students, faculty, and adminis-

tration which have all been favorable. " 24

Publications Adviser, William

Hannan, indicated the response to Warehouse, the student feature magazine
at Black Hawk '-Cocl:lege, to be " ••• apathetic but we seldom throw away a
press run ••• we know that almost everyone that (sic~J gets one reads.it.
Feed back is disorganized and fragmented."25

2 0Blakely, op.cit.
21Letter from D. Rick Douglas, Editor of Talon at the United
States Air Force Academy, April 5, 1975.
22 0. Rick Douglas, op.cit.
23 Letter from M. P. Gronbeck, Editorial Adviser for Geode at
the University of Wisconsin - Platteville, April 3, 1975.
24Letter from Linda Sissom, Editor of Collage at Middle
Tennessee State University, March 29, 1975.
25 Hannan , op • ci' t •
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Kentucky Journal of Communication Arts.

One medium available for stu-

dent writers in Kentucky is the Kentucky Journal of Communication
Arts.

It is published twice annually by the Kentucky Association of

Communication Arts.

The Journal publishes articles which relate speci-

fically to the field of communications.
The Journal, as an outlet for communications students, is too
small and is published too infrequently.
Journal published five articles.

The spring 1975 issue of the

I

The fall 1974 issue published four,

while the spring 1974 issue published five articles.
No estimate can be made on the number of student submissions
made to the Journal for the three issues.

However, in these issues, only

one article written by a communications student has appeared.

It is not

known whether student interest is lacking or if standards for manuscript
acceptance are too rigid.

One condition that may hinder student, es-

pecially undergraduate student, submissions is the writing style of the
Journal.

It is formal and research oriented.

Few undergraduate courses

require formal writing and seldom is it essential for students to research beyond the rudiments of a topie.

In-depth research and theory

are most often the basis of graduate study.
The University of Kentucky Magazine Proposal
During the spring 1975 semester, the University of Kentucky
converted its student yearbook into a quarterly feature magazine.

The

first issue is to appear at the beginning of the fall 1975 semester.
In the rationale for conversion to a magazine, Nancy Green,
student publications adviser, and Beth Ann Jewell, Kentuckian editorin-chief, stated that the magazine would be a one year experimental
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publication to see if a magazine format would be appropriate.2 6

The

proposal indicated that "It (magazine) would not commit the University
to any long-term support ••. but would allow time for an orderly transition to financial independence. "

27

The proposal also stated that the

experimental approach is not without precedent in student publications
as Florida State University did the same thing with its student news28
paper, now a solid independent newspaper."
The proposal further
states that the University of Kentucky "needs two healthy publications
(a newspaper and magazine) for campus-wide distribution and full cover~
age, and there needs to be several alternatives for student work experience. " 29

The magazine, as a one year experiment, has been offered

as the best approach to solving the Kentuckian's problems.

Also the

option of returning to the traditional yearbook is open, if the experiment should prove unsuccessful.
The proposal estimated the cost of a yearly magazine subscription to be $4.
cost. 30

This figure is two thirds less than the $12 yearbook

The quarterly magazine would be printed through the University

for about $1. 25 per copy based on a press run of 2000 and an average
of 64 pages.

31

The proposal indicated that advertising would be

26 Nancy Green, "Proposal to President Singletary on Conversion
of Yearbook to Magazine Format for 1975-76." (Lexington, Kentucky:
University of Kentucky, 1975), p. 2. (Mimeographed).
27 Green, op.cit., p. 2.
28
Green, lee.cit.
29 Green, lee.cit.
30Green, op.cit., p. 1.
31Green, lee.cit., p. 1.
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sold to supplement income needed to produce the magazine.
The following guidelines were proposed for the student magazine in the initial year as an experimental publication:
1.

The Board of Student Publications will retain supervision

over the publication.
2.

The Kentuckian·,will retain its present connections with

the University, inaluding space, financing, and accounting.
3.

The Board of Student Publication will survey the campus

during the fall semester of 1975 to determine student attitudes toward
a magazine format and its contents.
4.

The University will approve and implement an optional fee

card for Kentuckian subscriptions.

This is a vital part of the pro-

posal since the success of the magazine as well as the traditional
yearbook hinges on an orderly subscription and collection of payment
drive.
5.

The first magazine will contain many of the types of

stories and pictures which could be used for promotion of the University to prospective students.
6.

The last issue of the year will carry the traditional

material of a yearbook.
7.

The remaining issues will be featurish coverage of the

students, faculty and community, rather than issue oriented.
8.

Subscriptions will be solicited through the Alumni Associa-

tion as well as through the fee cards and single copies will be available on the news stands in the Lexington area.

This is expected to

improve town and cainpus interaction and interest.

22
9.

The magazine will be produced by the magazine editing

class and new editors will be elected each quarter.
10.

The magazine format is to be patterned after Louisville

magazine. 32

32 Green, lee.cit., p. 1-2.

Chapter 3
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
The research project employed a questionnaire which was
mailed to heads, chairmen and coordinators of the schools, departments
or divisions of Communications in Richmond, Lexington, Morehead, Murray,

and Bowling Green, concerning the need for additional campus publica)

tions.

The investigation

was conducted in order to (1) determine if

any of the universities plan to expand writing outlets for students
and if any university sees a present need for additional publications,
(2) determine if each university could subsidize an additional publica-

tion, (3) determine if the·campus newspaper is presently sufficient in
providing space for student articles, (4) determine why heads, chairmen
or coordinators of the schools, departments or divisions of Communications are currently in favor or opposed to establishing an additional
publication for their mass communications students, (5) determine the
publications that exist which may have been unknown to the researcher,
(6) determine the percentage increases in majors and minors these five

universities anticipate in related programs of Mass Communications
for the 1975-76 year, and (7) update information on enrollment increases at the five designated universities.
Developing the Population and Selecting the Sample
The population consisted of heads, chairmen, coordinators, professors {assistant, associate and full) and instructors of the schools,
\

departments and_divisions of Communications or Mass Communications

at the five Kentucky state universities.
23

24
The study was limited to include heads, chairmen or coordinators of a school, department or division of Communications.

The sample

was composed of 22 heads, chairmen and/or coordinators chosen as
follows:

(1) four persons from Eastern Kentucky University, (2) five

persons from the university of Kentucky, (3) five persons from Morehead State University, (4) four persons from Murray State University,
and (5) four persons from Western Kentucky University.

The number of

people chosen was determined by the number of people who held the positions of head, chairman or coordinator of a school, department or
division of Communications.at each university.
It was assumed that by surveying the people involved, all
relevant and necessary information could be obtained.

Also the re-

searcher considered that if questionnaires were sent to every person
in the school, department or division, many would eventually be forwarded to the person in authority for confirmation.

Such a system

would cause confusion and could retard the responses and handicap
the study.
Pre-Testing the Questionnaire
A pre-test was done using a cover-letter and questionnaire.
The researcher pre-tested the questionnaire on eight members of the
communications faculty at Morehead State University.

An identical

cover-letter and questionnaire was distributed to the above mentioned
faculty members.

The pre-test sample consisted of two Journalism,

Radio-TV and Speech professors, one Theatre professor and the Division Chairman.

The researcher asked the pre-test sample to complete

the questionnaire within three days.

The entire sample obliged and

the questionnaires were collected personally.
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The pre-test sample was requested to answer all questions
relevant to their program area and make recommendations as to the style
and content of the cover-letter.

These faculty members were also

asked to comment on the format, content and wording of the questionnaire.

The pre-test was conducted to (1) test the terms used in the
questionnaire, (2) determine weaknesses in the questionnaire, (3) determine if the sample should be enlarged to include faculty members
in Communications at the five Kentucky universities, and (4) determine
if the style of the cover-letter~and questionnaire was acceptable
and straightforward.
The pre-test resulted in numerous changes in both the coverletter and questionnaire.

Several respondents suggested ways of

reducing the length of the cover-letter and give it more clarity.
Suggestions on the questionnaire ranged from choice of words to the
actual order of questions.

All suggestions were considered and a

final draft of the questionnaire was completed.
The pre-test indicated no need to enlarge the sample since
a minimal amount of new and valuable information was received from
faculty members as opposed to information received from the Division
Chairman.
Securing Names and Addresses
A list of the names and addresses of the sample was obtained

')
)

.....

from several sources including Journalism Educator, Januacy, 1975,
Speech Communications Journal, 1974, and the 1975 Journalism Scholarship Guide and Directory of College Journalism Programs.
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Mailing the Questionnaire and Follow-Up Letter
on April 5, 1975, ·sixteen questionnaires (See Appendix A,
page 53) were mailed.

Included with each questionnaire was a stamped,

self-addressed envelope, and a cover-letter (See Appendix B, page 55)
signed by the researcher.
Seven questionnaires or 43.8 percent of the total number
mailed were returned before the deadline date of April 20, 1975.
On April 25, 1975, another questionnaire and a follow-up
note typewritten on a copy of the original cover-letter were sent to
those who had not responded.
lished.

A cut-off date of May 5, 1975 was estab-

The second mailing resulted in four returns bringing the

total questionnaires received to sixteen or 76.1 percent.

This total

includes five questionnaires received from four coordinators and one
Division Chairman at Morehead.state University.
All the respondents signed their questionnaire indicating a
desire to obtain the results of the study.
Preparing the Data for Analyzing
Data from sixteen returned questionnaires comprise this study.
Since the sample size in this study is small, the data received was
tabulated manually.

An electronic calculator was ~sed in computing

percentages.
All responses to open-ended questions and comments to closedended questions were noted and individually analyzed by the researcher.

Chapter 4
DISSEMINATION OF THE FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to secure selected information
from heads, chairmen or coordinators of the schools, departments or
divisions of communications at five Kentucky state universities
(Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, Morehead State
University, Murray State University and Western Kentucky University).
This information was obtained by distributing a questionnaire to
twenty-two persons and a follow-up letter and questionnaire to nine
persons who failed to return the first questionnaire.
Sixteen questionnaires, or seventy-six percent of the total,
were received.
The ch~pter will outline, question by question, the information received from the returned questionnaires.
Question One
The first question was designed to update data on the total
enrollment in Mass Communications programs at the five universities.
The results of question one appear in Table 9.
Six of the sixteen responses received, or 37.5 percent, indicated some enrollment figure for Mass Communications, while ten respondents or 62.5 percent, failed·to respond.
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Table 9
Question One: Total Enrollment for Your
Mass Communications Programs Which
Could Include One or More of
the Following: Journalism,
Radio-TV, Speech and
Theatre
University
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
. Morehead state
Murray State
Western Kentucky

Total Enrollment
700*
223**
444

*One other respondent indicated the enrollment to be 600.
this figure did not include theatre.

However,

**This figure did not include 80 students enrolled in internship
programs.

Questions Two and Three
The second and third questions were to dete:cmine the number of majors and minors in Journalism, Radio-TV, Speech and Theatre,
the anticipated enrollment increases in these programs for 1975-76
and the number of students currently enrolled in courses in these
areas.

The data in Table 10 summarizes this information.

All

respondents, or 100 percent, gave some response to these two
questions.

Table 10
Questions Two and Three: Responses of Thirteen Heads, Chairmen or Coordinators
Concerning the Number of Majors and Minors, the Anticipated Increases and
the Current .Enrollment in Journalism, Radio-TV, Speech and Theatre
Percent
Area

.University

Eastern Kentucky
Kentuckv
Journalism Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentuckv
Eastern Kentuckv
Kentuckv
Radio-TV
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky
Eastern Kentuckv
Kentuckv
Speech
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Theatre
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

Majors

Increase

61
385*
61
101
111
114
155*
115
127
150

20
10
40
10
20
12*
20
2
10

29*
10
115

30
10
2

106
55
42

50
10
5

Minors

Percent

Present

Increase

Course

Enrollment
160
400
291
346
260
240
425*
303
1192**
170

Courses

5
12
13*
13
22
8

Average
Course
Enrollment
20
20
18
27
52
20
33
23
54
21

2

850
477
1192**

10*
23
22

85
21
54

5

331
141
140

17
13
4

19
11
20

10

19

20

19

45
6
36

Number
of
8
20
16
13

*Several of the figures in the above table indicate an average figure, since responses received from
persons at the same university varied.
**The figure 1192 from Murray State University is a combined figure for present total enrollment in
Radio-TV and Speech.
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Question Four
Respondents wer~ asked to list all publications beyond the campus ne~spaper and yearbook which are available to students for submitting non-fictional or research articles.

The questionnaire also asked

the respondent to indicate the department which oversees the publication.
Three of the sixteen respondents, or 18.8 percent, indicated another
medium for student articles existed at their university.
One respondent from Murray State University listed the English
Department's student literary magazine while two respondents from Western Kentucky university indicated that three possible outlets for students existed.

One publication was a research bulletin published by

the honors program.

The others included the public affairs magazine

and the English Department's student literary magazine.
Question Five
Respondents were asked to indicate if plans to expand writing
outlets to include a magazine-type format publication presently exist at
their university.

The results of question five appear in Table 11.
Table 11

Question Five: Plans to Expand Writing'outlets to Include a MagazineType Format Publication Devoted to Student Articles.
University
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

Yes
1
2
1

No

No Response

1
2

1
1

3

2

2*

-

*One of these respondents indicated that the idea for a student magazine has been given some thought. However, no timetable was being
followed.
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Twelve respondents, or 75.0 percent of the total respondents
answered this question.

Fifty percent, or eight of the sixteen res-

pondents indicated no plans to expand writing outlets at their universities.

Twenty-five percent, or four of the sixteen responses, said

plans do exist to include another publication.
Question Six
Respondents were asked to indicate if they saw a present need
for a magazine-type format publication.

The data in Table 12 summarizes

this information.
Table 12
Question Six: Present Need for a Magazine-Type Format
Publication Devoted to Student Articles.
University

Yes

Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

1
1
3

2
1

No

No Response

2
2
1
1

1
1

One of the Morehead State University respondents, who replied
negatively, said that he saw publications as a service to readers
rather than writers.

Also he did not see a present need for such a

publication, unless the market of readers demanded it.
Fourteen of the sixteen respondents, or 87.5 percent, responded
to this question.

Fifty percent, or eight respondents, said that they

did see a present need for such a publication.

Six of the respondents,

or 37.5 percent, felt there was no present need for a magazine.
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Questions Seven and Eight
These two questions were to determine if the respondents thought
the students and the school, department or division could benefit by
such a publication.

The results of question seven appear in Table 13

and results to question eight appear in Table 14.

Table 13
Question Seven: Student Magazine Would Contribute to the
Professional Development and Insights of Students.
University

Yes

Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

-

1
2
4

2
1

No

1
1
1
1

No Resoonse
1
1

One of the Morehead State University respondents, who had responded favorably, affirmed that such a publication could benefit students only if it was up to professional standards.
Fifteen of the respondents, or 93.7 percent, answered this
question.

Ten of these respondents, or 62.5 percent, felt a magazine

would benefit students.

Twenty-five percent, or four of the sixteen

respondents, did not think a student magazine would contribute to the
development and insights of students.
Fifteen of the sixteen respondents replied to question eight.
Eleven of these respondents, or 68.8 percent viewed the student magazine as something that would enhance the school, department or division.

Three respondents, or 18.8 percent, did not feel that a magazine

was something positive.
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Table 14
Question Eight: ,student Magazine Would Enhance Your Mass
Communications School, Department or Division.
University

Yes

Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

No

No Resoonse

1

1

2

1

5

2

1
1

1

Question Nine
Respondents were asked if they felt their university, school,
department or division would subsidize an additional publication.

The

questionnaire outlined a hypothetical student magazine which might be
adaptable to each university.

The data in Table 15 summarizes this

information.
Table 15
Question Nine: Your University Would Subsidize
an Additional Publication.
University
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

Yes

No

No Response

1
2
1

1
1

3
3
2

1

1

One respondent from Eastern Kentucky University stated that the
University would not subsidize an additional publication because it is
cutting back on funds.

Two of the negative responses from Morehead

State University were accompanied by explanations.

One respondent indi-

cated that such a publication might be possible in a year or two.
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Another respondent asked if a joint effort among the five state universities had been explored.
Thirteen of the sixteen respondents, or 81.2 percent replied.
Three respondents, or 18.8 percent, indicated that their university
J

would subsidize a magazine while 62.5 percent, or ten respondents, did
not feel their university would subsidize an additional publication.
Question Ten
This question was to determine if the campus newspapers are providing sufficient space for students to have their articles published.
The question placed emphasis on communications students.

The results

of question ten appear in Table 16.
Table 16
QUestion Ten: The Campus Newspaper Provides Sufficient Space
for Students to Have Their Articles Published.
Universitv
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

Yes

No

No Response

1
2

1
1
1

1
4

1
1

2

1

One of the respondents from Morehead State University, who had
given a negative response, said, "Nor do I feel that campus newspapers
are obligated to do so."
Thirteen of the respondents, or 81.2 percent, replied.

Six of

these respondents, or 37.5 per-ent, felt the campus newspaper provided
sufficient space for student articles.

Seven respondents, or 43.8 per-

cent, thought the student newspaper was not sufficient.
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Questions Eleven and Twelve
These questions specifically deal with students and their interest in student magazines.
The eleventh question asked respondents if students have inquired
about organizing a publication for lengthy research articles or other
non-fictional writings.
The data in Table 17 summarizes this information.
Table 17
Question Eleven: Students and/or Faculty in Your Mass Communications
Programs Have Inquired About Organizing a Publication for
Lengthy Research Articles or
Other Non-Fictional Writings
University

No

Yes

Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

1
3
2
2
1

3
1
1
.

No Response
1
1

I

Fourteen of the sixteen respondents, or 87.5 percent, replied.
Five of these respondents, or 31.3 percent, indicated that students
and/or faculty have inquired about organizing a publication for student
articles.

Nine respondents, or 56.3 percent, said no inquiries have

been made.
The twelfth question asked respondents if there are qualified
students in their Mass Communications programs they feel would be willing
to be staff members for a student magazine-type format publication.
The results of question twelve appear in Table 18.
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Table 18
Question Twelve:

There are Qualified Students in Your Mass

Communications P=grams You Feel Would be Willing to be

Staff Members For a Student Magazine-Type Publication
University
Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky
ilorehead State
Murray State
Western Kentucky

Yes

No

No Response

1
3

l
l

5
3

l

l

One respondent from the University of Kentucky said in reply,
"there may not, however, be enough students to staff the publication."
One other respondent from Western Kentucky University felt there were
no qualified students at that University, nor would students be willing
to staff a publication.
Fourteen of the sixteen respondents, or 87.5 percent, ~eplied.
Thirteen of these respondents, or 81.2 percent, indicated a willingness
among students to staff a student magazine-type publication and that
the talent to publish such a magazine does exist.

One respondent,

or 6.2 percent, felt there was neither qualified students nor willingness
among students to publish a magazine.
Question Thirteen
This question was to determine why respondents were currently in
favor of or opposed to establishing an additional publication for their
students.
One respondent from Eastern Kentucky University said:
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I would have to say that at this time we are not in favor of
establishing a magazine outlet for our students. We are a new department (two years old) and financially speaking, we are attempting to simply get enough necessary equipment. Additionally, the
University is cutting back considerably on funds and would probably feel that the Progress (student newspaper) is a sufficient
outlet at this time.
Of the four responses received from the University of Kentucky,
only one respondent chose to answer this question.

The respondent was

opposed to the student publication because of "financial constraints and
lack of specific student interest."
Two responses from Morehead State University yielded several
reasons for and against the student magazine.
One respondent said he was generally in favor of the idea but
had these reservations,
1.

With the University questioning all printing costs at pre-

sent--it would not sell now (referring to the Administration).
2.

The faculty in journalism is already working an overload.

3.

There is a need for some outlet.

Does it have to be a for-

mal magazine to serve ·the purpose?
Another respondent at Morehead State.University said:
••. any university with any budget at all conceivably could
finance such a venture. More important, it seems to me, is
whether it would be likely or if the administration could be
sold on such a project. Morehead State University could finance
such a magazine by, for example, eliminating the student yearbook, or Theatre productions, or some of the radio station's
activities, etc. It is all a matter of priorities in this money
tight time, and any new project costing $5,000 or more would have
to face serious questions of justification--and here would almost
of necessity have to be added at the expense of subtracting some
other program or project. The best argument for establishing
such a magazine would be that more students in communications
need such an outlet than students in some other area need something
else.
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One of the respondents from Murray State University listed
"costs and the time factor" as reasons for opposing such a publication.
Another Murray State respondent added:
The Notations magazine in the English Department has short
stories, articles and poems. This serves as an outlet. The magazine course in journalism puts out a supplement or two during the
semester in the Murray state News. This allows them a chance to
write in the magazine format, even though it is printed on newsprint as part of the campus newspaper. We plan to go to a magazine, but now costs and paper shortage are prohibitive. Therefore,
we will probably use the supplement as the magazine outlet.
Both respondents from Western Kentucky University stated
specific reasons why they were in favor of or opposed to an additional
campus publication.

One indicated:

There is no evidence that sqch a medium is needed or wanted.
we utilize the talents of 60 or 70 of our best students on existing publications. They are too busy to undertake another venture.
I don!:t see other students clamoring for another outlet which
would be most expensive.
The other Western Kentucky response said, "I favor such an
outlet because it would give students additional practical opportunity
for writing. _
11

Comparison of Findings
Little can be construed from the completed questionnaire received from Eastern Kentucky University.

Although the respondent

returned the questionnaire accompanied by a letter which had useful and
informative data, one response cannot be taken as rep.resentative of the
prevailing attitude at Eastern Kentucky University toward a student
magazine.
Two of the four respondents from the University of Kentucky
indicated in question six that no plans exist to expand writing outlets
to include a magazine-type format publication for student articles.
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This questionnaire was mailed April 5, 1975.

At that time a proposal to

convert the University of Kentucky student yearbook to a magazine was
being drafted by the student publications adviser.
Another question revealed equally unusual results.

Three of the

four respondents indicated that no students or,·faculty members in Mass
Communications programs have inquired about organizing a publication for
student articles.

During a May 16 interview, one respondent said she

had proposed the idea of a magazine verbally in the fall of 1974 and
that alot of people have been talking about organizing a magazine.

In

the February 19 issue of the Kentucky Kernel (independent student
newspaper), the respondent said, "I have thought this campus needed a
magazine ••• "

A student and editor of the Kernel said, in the same

issue, "I think the idea of a magazine is a good one ...

11

There was a definite parallel in the responses received from a
respondent at Morehead State University and one at Murray State University.

Both men responded negatively to the need for and formation of a

student magazine.
In comparing the results of the questionnaires received from the

the University of Kentucky and a respondent at Western Kentucky University, numerous differences could.be found.

The Western respondent is

not in favor of alimagazine for the University because there is no need.
The respondent indicated that most of the qualified students are too
busy to undertake another venture.

A University of Kentucky respondent,

however, feels differently about the ne~d for a magazine and student
interest in it.

As a footnote, it should be known that Western Kentucky

University has 444 students enrolled in its journalism program as compared to the University of Kentucky which has 412.

Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The recent growth of Communications programs in Kentucky
universities has been due in part to the mass movernent··in this country
toward an educational understanding of the communications field.

Jour-

nalism students in particular are spirited by communications education
and drawn to it because it offers them insight into the workings of
society and provides opportunities to manifest their writing abilities.
Based on the results of this study, the writer believes the
existing writing outlets at the five Kentucky state universities are
not sufficiently accomodating students interested in writing.

Since

the campus newspaper is simply unable to lend its columns to all those
with wri.ting abilities, many good ideas are never shared with other
students, departments and schools.
To expand the student newspaper to meet such requirements would
not be the panacea, nor would it be practical for three reasons:
(1) studies have indicated, that most newspaper readers seldom read
beyond the first few paragraphs of a news story and sometimes only
the headline.

Placing lengthy student articles or research articles in

the campus newspaper may hamper readership even more; (2) the student
newspaper could cease to be the university's basic news medium and
become more a research or academic magazine; and (3) there appears to be
no present need to supplement the student newspaper, by adding special
40
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sections or pages, since it 1 s purpose is to offer information germane

to the university.

The campus newspaper serves as a conduit for all

university communications.

If in-depth or exploratory articles are

inserted into its columns, this may appear as an encroachment to cramp
the newspaper's style.

The aim of the university newspaper is to pre-

sent a timely account of campus happenings, something to which writers
of in-depth pieces cannot always cater.
It is apparent that an additional medium for articles by undergraduate and graduate students is presently needed at one or at each
institution.

A feature or special-interest magazine for students pur-

suing writing careers or those with an interest in communications would
provide a remedy.

A student magazine could reflect the trends in the

kaleidoscopic field of communications.

It could explore any and all

avenues of student thought and display a sensitivity to some of its problems.

The demand for the st~dent magazine at the university level is

an earnest one and as purposeful as those serving the professional world.
Magazines cater to individual tastes and are necessary to sustain a progressive society.

A vote of approval for the student feature or

special-interest magazine at each of these universities would be a
judicious one.
The objective of this thesis was to show that an additional
publication, such as a feature or special-interest magazine, is needed
at each of these institutions.

One development that added great

strength to the study was the acceptance of a student magazine at the
University of Kentucky during the writing of this study.

The success

of the UK proposal also helped to justify the first chapter and advance
the thesis idea.
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The final section of this chapter is a fonnal prospectus for
implementing the student magazine in each of these institutions.
prospectus is presented in an outline fonn.

The

The plans and guidelines

are precise and replete with specifics for implementation and management.
The role of a prospectus is to sell an idea, therefore it is
not narrowly defined.

The prospectus is but one part, and indeed a

central part, in the crystallization process·of the magazine's conc~pt.
Consequently all the facts and essential ingredients that can be gathered
about the magazine should be clearly spelled out.
Recommendations
There is no set fonnula for starting a student oriented magazine.
Essentially four major ingredients are necessary when considering such
a venture.

There,:,must be (1) an editorial need for the publication,

(2) a projected audience, (3) good timing, and (4) financial support.
The magazine's projected appeal is a student audience and is somewhat
specialized.

A student magazine would naturally reflect the interests

of its proposed readers, the university students.

Consequently such a

publication would need to have the vision to see and ability to reflect
changing student interests.
A student magazine should enjoy intense readership because of
the intimate reader/magazine relationship and the relevancy the publication would have for students.

It would be something close to each

student and they could rely on a magazine for reading enjoyment as
well as infonnation.

Also it would make their university "a microcosm
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of the world, filled with familiar institutions and individuals." 1
If or when a magazine should be published cannot be predicted.
Either the time is right or it is not.

However, good timing is one of

the prerequisites for any magazine's success.

If an editorial need for

a magazine and a projected audience have been realized, then good timing
is all that may be necessary for acceptance.

Good timing should not

only be applied to editorial need and audience desire, but to the financial situation as well.
The financial aspect of any magazine is the most important
element in its acceptance and success.

In the business plan that fol-

lows, two methods for financing a student magazine are detailed.
The following outline is a formal.prospectus for a student
feature or special-interest magazine.

The first section is a business

plan for designing a student magazine while the second section is a
list of guidelines for acceptance and maintenance of the publication.
The Business Plan.

l.

The magazine could average twenty-four pages

in length and adhere to a magazine or joumal format in its arrangement of material.
2.

The magazine could be bi-monthly (four per academic year)

and have a rotating staff.

For example, a graduate student in Speech

could be editor-in-chief for an issue and be succeeded by another
communications student in joumalism or radio-tv or theatre.

By alter-

nating editorial power, there would be no domination by one particular
area in communications.

Such an arrangement may present difficulties

for any committee who oversees the affairs and editorial appointments
of such a publication.

The solution would be to give prior approval

1John Peter, "The Rise of the City Magazine," Folio, November/
December 1973, p. 63.
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to an entire editorial staff, which would be interchangeable for all
issues planned during an academic year.
3.

The publication would lend itself to some articles having an

in-house appeal.

An example may be a research piece on a contemporary

problem in communications, which has local interest.
4.

Research for prospective manuscripts would be designed to

be thorough and all art work, photography and written material would be
presented in a professional manner.

Students could utilize skills

learned during undergraduate preparation to develop articles for submission.

Several skills might include successful"interview techniques

acquired in a journalism class, the art of reviewing and critiquing
learned in a theatre class and the usefulness of research in preparing for a presentation in a speech course.
5.

A special-interest magazine in communications would afford

many student writers an opportunity as staff members, to get practical
experience in all phases of publishing and the added opportunity to get
published.

Mally students never advance beyond "staff writer," because

of the fierce competition for so few editorial positions.

Consequently,

they are deprived of a great learning opportunity, and graduate with
limited experience in their professional fields.
6.
feature.

A special-interest magazine would yield one additional
By turning over the staff with each issue, student editors

would benefit by learning the responsibilities of the various editorial
positions.

This diversification of editorial ideas and power would lend

enrichment and imagination

~o

the magazine.

It would also provide stu-.

dent editors with opportunities to realize the significance of deadlines
and make decisions important to the magazine's future.
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7.

The content of each issue might include information type

articles which outline fundamentals in communications study.

It could

offer opinionated articles, written to create some response.

A third

pcssibility would be articles which are less in the vein of objectivity
and written more as the author sees a certain subject.
8.

It would not be the magazine's intention to restrict writers

to a certain style or subject, provided subject-matter is within the
realm of communications or at least having some relationship to the
field.

Superior manuscripts dealing with subjects outside the communi-

cations field would also be considered for acceptance, if they are
relevant to the university or the local area.

Writers would not always

be expected to penetrate hitherto unknown areas of communications, but
may examine the prevailing topics and problems.
9.

Potential areas for student writers to consider may be

communications education, free press-fair press, interviews with professional in the field, media and politics, political elections, the
Communications program at the university, the job outlook in communications and book, television, record/tape and film reviews.
10.

Inherent in any student publication is the necessity for

financial support from the institution under which it serves.

A fea-

ture or special-interest magazine could not sub.sist on community
advertising, because of its limited circulation and infrequent publication.

Attempting to se 0ll advertisements to organizations within the

university might contribute to competition for advertising revenue
between the student newspaper and the magazine.
An

alternative would be university subsidization or a research

grant covering first year costs, coming from some research foundation
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within the university.

A subsidy or grant would give immediate finan-

cial support to the magazine and the freedom to its writing staff to
focus on their interests without fear of financial conflict.

With

this independence, the staff could prove the magazine deserving of a
future budget expenditure.

Becoming a permanent part of the univer-

sity budget would in some cases be the magazine's ultimate financial
goal.

But in its initial year, the importance of having at least a

temporary subsidy or a grant as a financial cushion would be requisite
for and a. determinant of success.
On what basis should a subsidy or a research allowance be
granted?·
The student magazine would be functioning as a publication
devoted to producing research material and in-depth articles for
communications study.

Some of its articles may pertain to communica-

tions education at one or all universities or colleges within Kentucky
or may relate to strides in communications study at the public school
level.

Manuscripts dealing with such aspects of communications educa-

tion would fulfill one of the priorities of the magazine.

Also, the

magazine would be operated within the confines of the university and
incorporate a staff composed of university students.
The cost of a magazine style publication averaging twenty-four
pages will fluctuate concurrently with the present rate of inflation.
Upon receiving cost estimates from a university publisher and an
\

independent publisher, two conclusions can be made:

(1) printing costs

will rise slowly but steadily over the next few years, and (2) cost
estimates vary between publishers, especially between university and
independent publishers.

The university publisher's estimates are on
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average, 19 percent lower than -,those given by the independent publisher,
and these estimates received June 23 are subject to increase within
two months.

Beyond that, a percentage increase could not be given,

nor could a ceiling price be quoted.
Table 19 gives cost estimate breakdowns for a sixteen, twentyfour and thirty-six page publication to be printed on thirty grade hard
finished paper by the University Press at Morehead State.
hard finished paper is excellent for photo reproduction.

Thirty grade
These quo-

tations are based on one thousand and three thousand copies.
Table 19
Cost Breakdown for a Sixteen, Twenty-Four and
Thirty-Six Page Publication

Cost Items
Type
Halftones (average of eight)
Plates (for 16 pages- 8 plates)
(for 24 pages-12 plates)
(for 36 pages-16 plates)
Paper
Binding (includes self-cover,
fold, stitch and trim
Total cost

Circulation 1000 Circulation 3000
•16- -. 24
16
24
36
36
pages pages pages pages pages pages
$96
4
32

$144
4

$216
4

$96
4
32

$144
4

$216
4

48

48
120

180

64
27.0

40

40

40

$292

$416

360

540

64
810

120

120

120

$594 $612

$856 $1214

~The above costs do not include the following budget items that should
be taken into consideration: staff salaries, photo supplies, office
supplies and other expenditures.
A second estimate was received from an independent printer.
For a sixteen page magazine style publication printed on thirty grade
soft finished paper or newsprint, the total cost would be $745.00.
Thirty grade soft paper is unsatisfactory for photo reproduction, but
not unacceptable.

This figure remains constant up to five thousand
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copies.

Although.a breakdown of costs was not supplied, the estimate

was computed upon identical cost items.

The price of a twenty-four

page magazine was quoted at $925.00 while a thirty-six page magazine
would cost $1,365.00.

These prices also remain constant up to five

thousand copies.

Guidelines.

The following guidelines are designed to aid the magazine

in gaining the approval of students and administrators as well as
helping the publication endure.
1.

"The student magazine should be original in its point of

view, personality, style and design. " 2
2.

The editorial concept should be stimulating and articles

should be contemporary in their themes.
3.

When launching a new magazine, an atmosphere of excite-

ment and enthusiasm must be created.
4.

A successful publication "leads its readership, rather

than following it." 3

It should be stimulating, yet as a leader, it is

important to "stay within sight of the troops. "

s.

4

The role of any publication is "to cultivate, not exploit ...

A student magazine should be courageous and take a stand on issues
which may interest its readership.

The attitude of student writers

2Philip Osborne, "The Making of a New Newsmagazine," Folio,
July /August 1973, p. 52.
3A. c. Spectorsky, "13 Steps to Edi ting a Successful Magazine,"
Folio, June 1972, p. 26.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.

5
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should be to write about the way it is at the university or in the
connnuni ty.

Student writers should not be afraid to tell the good and

the not so good.

I

However, the staff should not go out of its way to

be controversial or will not be iconoclastic.
6.

Publishing the magazine should teach all staff members the

skills and experience necessary for working on a connnercial magazine.
Also staff members should learn that publishing can and should be
enjoyable.
7.

All submissions to the magazine should be well-researched

and well-written.

No article shquld be accepted if it is thin and

wanting of more intellectual bite.
8.

A student magazine needs tight control, not overstructured

organization.

Too much organization makes any publication rigid,

brittle and inflexible.
9.

6

Readership surveys should be taken frequently because they

indicate if the magazine is or is not serving a field of interest at
the present time.

When a magazine is showing a decline in reader

interest, two alternatives are possible:

(1) reformulate the edi-

torial content or (2) redesign the entire magazine and select a new
staff.

surveys are good indicators of interest but reliance upon them

can be a detriment, if they are used to guide action. 7
10.
artifact.

A successful student magazine must be a process, not an
It must constantly evolve, not just keep pace, to retain

_leadership. 8

6 rbid., p. 27.
7Ibid., p. 26.
Bibid., p. 27.
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11.

Finally, the student staff should want their publication

to accurately reflect upon the events at the university and in the community at all times.

They should want to have a direct involvement

and be inseparable from the university and community.

The staff,

through the magazine, should be a voice and be able to capture what
their university and community is about better than anyone else.

A Final Word.

This study has been designed to serve as a tool for

constructive action.

The research that has been done has served as

the basis for the recommendations which have been made.

If such

recommendations are adopted, it is hoped this study will serve as a
guide in the planning, and implementing of the endeavor.
The findings of this study indicate a student feature or
special-interest magazine would be a workable solution to the existing problem of insufficient writing outlets for students.

The accep-

tance of such ·a publication, at each of these universities, would fill
this void.
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Name: _____________

Limited space below each
question has been given for
any opinions or additional
information you may wish
to include.

Address: ___________

Thesis Questionnaire

1.

In a journalism enrollment article by Paul V. Peterson in "Journalism
Educator", January 1975, the total enrollment in your journalism
program was
Could you give me total enrollment data for
your Mass Communications programs which could include Journalism,
Radio-TV, Speech and Theatre?

2.

How many students of your total enrollment are majors and minors
in the following areas, and what projected increase do you anticiPercent
pate in 1975-76?
Percent
Minors
Increase
Increase
Majors
Journalism

Radio-TV
Speech
Theatre
3.

How many students are currently enrolled in all your course offerings
in the following areas?
Enrolled

No Courses

Journalism
Radio-TV
Speech
Theatre
4.

I know there are ~everal publications at your university (
) where students can submit written material.
Are there any other publications available to students for submitting nonfictional or research articles? Please list them and what
department oversees the publication.
Publication

Department
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Yes

No

5.

If there are no additional publications at your university
other than those indicated, are there plans to expand
writing outlets to include a magazine-type format publication devoted to student articles?

6.

(
.
f
.
Do you
see a present need for a magazine-type
ormat publication devoted mainly to articles by students, with Mass
Communications students editing the magazine?

7.

Do you feel a student magazine-type format publication would
contribute to the professional development and insights of
students?

8.

Would you view a student magazine-type format publication
as something that would.enhance your Mass Communications
Department, School or Division?

9.

Do you feel your university or department would subsidize
an additional publication? Current figures indicate your
university or department could publish a 24-page bi-monthly
student magazine-type format publication, with an annual
budget between $5000-7000, consisting of non-fiction, book
reviews, record/tape reviews, film reviews, TV reviews,
photo essays and media related articles?

10.

Do you feel the campus newspaper provides sufficient space
for any students and especially communications students with
an interest in_writing, to have their articles published?

11.

Have students and or faculty in your Mass Communications
programs inquired about organizing a publication for lengthy
research articles ·or other non-fictional writings?

12.

Are there qualified students in your Mass Communications
programs you feel would be willing to be staff members
for a student magazine-type format publication?

13.

could you please provide a brief statement indicating
why you· are currently in favor of or opposed to establishing an additional publication outlet for your Mass Communications students?
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April 5, 1975

Dear
My name· is Albert D. Salvato. I am a Master's candidate in Mass
Communications at Morehead State University. My thesis topic is
"An Exploratory Study Into the Need for Writing Outlets for Communications Students at Five Kentucky State Universities (Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, Morehead State University,
Murray State University and Western Kentucky University)."
My objective in this study is to show the need for additional campus
publications for students who have an tnterest in writing. I have
chosen communications students specifically because of the dual
interest they express in writing and publishing.
Enclosed is a questionnaire I hope you will complete and return to
me, to help update research I have already accumulated before I
begin the thesis.
Your contribution will allow me to treat your university both fairly
and accurately in the chapter, 11 Dissemination of Findings."· Please
respond at your earliest convenience, hopefully prior to April 20, 1975.
If you are interested in a copy of the findings, please fill in your
name and address at the top of the questionnaire. The study should
be completed by August 1, 1975. Thank you.
Cordially,

Albert D. Salvato
15 Perkins Hall
Morehead, Kentucky

40351
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